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MCE41/61-D 
Module 12  

Learning Guide  

Elements of Vocation IV: Product 
Before you start...  

 
 Do pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide) and explore one optional reading on Moodle 
 Explore Unit Guide journal topics, getting ready to post to forums (modules 4-12) 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application 
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share your “kingdom taster” or “resources show & tell” 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to week twelve of “Integrating Faith and Work”. Having explored the first three elements of 
vocation, being the nature, context and income of our kingdom work, we turn to the fourth element.  
How might we offer a foretaste of God’s peace-full reign through the product of our vocation—that is, 
through the core goods and services we generate? We will consider environmental sustainability, and 
unpack issues of culture keeping and culture making. We begin with a case study of participating in God’s 
creative work, applying the strategy of making good work. 
 
This module sits within Section C of the course: “Stewarding Vocation: Seeking Shalom on Your Frontline.” 
Next module we wrap up the course, celebrating shalom and considering the revelatory work of God. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

 Evaluate how well we make good work and culture through our vocation. Students will modify one 
thing in the goods and services they produce to better participate in God’s creative work. 

 
OUTCOMES 
This module contributes to the following outcomes. On successful completion of this and similarly focused 
modules, students should be able to: 
Knowledge: 
    d. Critically compare and contrast the various dimensions of vocation and strategies for restraining sin 
and promoting shalom through their work 
Skill: 
    g. Strategise how to live one’s vocation for greater witness, creating a faithful and fruitful plan 
Application: 
    i. Plan church-wide approaches to support/deploy those with your vocation in holistic evangelization 
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm) 
6:15 Case Study of Creative Work: Making Environmentally Sustainable Good Work (50 minutes) 
7:10 Business Time: Show & Tell, Kingdom Taster, and Small Groups (45 minutes) 
8:05 Product of Vocation and Related Issues: Culture Keeping & Culture Making (55 minutes) 
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Figure 1 Rembrandt, Sketch of the Parable of the Talents 
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2.  CASE STUDY OF CREATIVE WORK:  
   MAKE ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE GOOD WORK  

Resources Module 12.1 
The references (see §6 below) contain fantastic material. Let me highlight what’s there and on Moodle: 

 Each module until this course’s end we begin with case studies of different ways we may 
participate with God in our vocation. The categories used for these case studies, capturing 
diverse ways God is at work, come from Banks (1999).  

 What, then, is “good work”? For some great insights, see Adeney and Heath (2010). 
 Most of the case-studies in this module are centred on our call to cultivate the land toward 

holistic flourishing. For the underlying theology of valuing environmental sustainability as a 
kingdom calling, see Ayre (2014). Robert Banks (1992) has a rich chapter unpacking the 
metaphor of God as a farmer and winegrower, commenting on core biblical texts. You will find 
more on a theology of creation and stewardship in the Malyon course A Biblical Worldview here 
(see module 3). 

 As we found in Module 5 (“Macro-economic Forces and Vocation”), Wendell Berry (1993) is a 
thought provoking farmer, theologian and social critic. In particular, his short essays exploring 
waste and humanity’s value in his book, What Are People For? (2010) is well worth the 6 page 
read. It is situated well within Cavanaugh’s (2008) Being Consumed, theologically framing 
economics and desire and how this impacts the environment. As covered in Module 5, the case 
study in the fashion industry of godly and unethical production is worth revisiting here.  

 The set reading from Sherman (2011, 223-231) reminds us of our expansive call to work with 
God in producing shalom. In her words, “Our neighbors near and far are hungry for greater 
experiences of reconciliation, beauty, health, peace, justice and other kingdom foretastes” 
(2011, 231). For a larger re-framing of this work as our mission, see Wright (2006). 

2.1 Ways of Engaging God’s Creative Work 

Banks (1999, 23-24) summarises God’s creative work thus: 
 

God’s work began long before Christ came into the world to redeem it. In Genesis, God is the 
creator, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” (Gn 1:1). This aspect of God’s 
work is a constant feature of the biblical writings. Mostly this refers to God’s fashioning the 
physical and human world. But it is also a way of describing the novel and surprising ways God 
shapes historical and future events. Divine dealings are always fresh, surprising, and a little 
paradoxical. Anything God puts a hand to is likely to have a creative edge. Creativity is integral to 
the divine character. 

 
He continues on to explain that as image bearers, 
we all—not just Christians—share in the vocation 
of refashioning the material world for holistic 
flourishing, made possible by “fresh inspiration” 
from God. This is whether we are conscious of, 
and acknowledge, his leading or not.  
 
֍ What images and vocations come to mind 
when you hear the words “fresh inspiration” 
and “creativity”? In what sense does your calling 
align with and express God’s creative work? 
 

http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15621
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16176
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16088
http://traverse.org.au/base/christian-worldview/
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16166
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16165
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15616
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15691
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As with the compassionate work of God bringing to mind images of health workers rather than those in the 
service industry, God’s creative work suggests those “artsy” types. To be sure, they are in view, captured in 
one of the case studies this session. However, it obscures the creativity involved in manual work, getting 
your hands dirty with the created world. Banks speaks of gardening and landscape artistry as “earthly 
manifestations of heavenly work ….” Indeed, “any occupation or activity that has a touch of originality 
about it reflects something of God’s creative work” (1999, 23; emphasis mine).  
 
Being married to the daughter of an Australian farmer—first dairy, and then beef—I see clearly what he 
means. While the city is second nature to me, I find that everything farmer Jim does is refreshingly 
unfamiliar, participating in the creativity of God. The ute pulls up to countless gates on a trip around his 
property. At every stop I am confronted by the novel use of materials on hand, trying to unhook ad hoc 
latches and navigate unorthodox fences constructed out of everything from PVC Pipe and coiled wire to 
gaffer tape and off-cut fence posts. 
 
Jim is an inventor. In this work, he images his Heavenly Father—the first and foremost Farmer. 
 
Watch this ad from Ram Trucks, playing off Paul Harvey’s poetic sermon, “God Made a Farmer”. 

 
 
֍ What impression did this 
ad make on you? How does 
it reframe the earthy work 
of farmers and express it as 
a vocation? How, if at all, 
does this speak into your 
creative work, cultivating 
the latent potentialities of 
the planet? 
 
 
 
 

 
Farming can reflect the “very good” of creation, taking seriously our God-given responsibility to name the 
animals and foster the fecundity of the natural world. In an age where we have no idea where most of what 
is on our dinner plate comes from, and kids from properties leave their country families for better jobs in 
the cities like nutrients leach from the soil in a flood, we must see afresh this frontline with kingdom eyes.  
 
Nevertheless, we must deconstruct such romanticised depictions in 
light of the fall. Farmers, at times, scar the face of the earth, stripping 
away trees that stabilise the land and sucking up water that quenches 
the thirst of God’s creatures downstream. While the campaigns of 
activists like PETA caricature the worst practices, they have a point: 
animals should have rights too. This isn’t something for which we can 
shift the blame, labelling “farmers” without a face. Instead, we are 
connected together in a system where our demand for ever cheaper 
products is supplied by increasingly questionable mechanisms which 
only benefit the middle-man and large-chain retailers. 
 
(For PETA’s campaign for sheep, see here. For the Shearing 
Contractor’s response, see here. For mixed opinions, see Sydney 
Morning Herald here, ABC here, and “The Project” interview here. 
You may wish to treat this story as one of your case-studies below.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7yZdOl_e_c
http://www.peta.org/action/animal-activist-tweets/
http://investigations.peta.org/australia-us-wool/
http://www.scaa.org.au/announcements/cruelty-in-shearing
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/peta-lamb-was-fake-but-wool-industry-abuses-are-all-too-real-20150424-1msdg9.html
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-13/barnaby-joyce-blasts-peta-campaign/6389216
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20381
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7yZdOl_e_c
http://investigations.peta.org/australia-us-wool/
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 From a biblical perspective, 
our call to have dominion 
over and subdue the earth 
is for the purposes of 
tending and caring for the 
planet as God tends and 
cares for us. It’s not rape 
and pillage for exclusively 
human purposes.  
As stewards of creation, we 
are to seek the win-win-win 
of shalom: we profit, others 
are blessed, and creation 
itself flourishes, all to the 
glory of God. 
 

 Environmental sustainability is thus a kingdom calling, part of our quadruple bottom line. As the  
Cape Town Commitment (Lausanne movement) says, it’s truly a GOSPEL issue (cf. Bell & White 2016).  
 
No matter what your vocation, whether 
farming or office managing, waste is a 
sin that foolishly fouls our own nest. 
Conversely, fruitfulness is a function of 
godliness. The city, indeed the whole 
created order, rejoices when the 
Tsaddiqim are in charge.  
The cosmos groans for the true children 
of God to be revealed (Rom 8:19).  
 
֍ What are the most prominent ways that your line of work—especially in its products—either helps or 
hurts the physical world. That is, how do you seek the shalom of environmental sustainability, or 
perpetuate the sin of scarring the planet for selfish gain? 
 
More on this shortly as we get into the case-studies. 
 
Presently, we need to consider primary modes through which we may join in God’s creative work. These 
come from LICC’s M’s (Marshall and Warton 2014, 7). We work towards “fruitfulness on our frontline” by:  
 

 modelling godly character 

 ministering grace and love  

 being a mouthpiece for truth and justice  

 multiplying kingdom resources  

 making good work  

 moulding culture  

 being a messenger of the gospel  
 

As with participating in God’s work, each mode (7 M’s) inter-relates. There can be no neat demarcation. 
Nevertheless, we will attend to one strategy this module—a strategy we touched on in Module 9:  
 

making good work.  
 
For a detailed exploration of each facet of fruitfulness, see LICC’s “Fruitfulness on the Frontlines” transcript 
and discussion guide. Following are some of the key points.  

https://www.lausanne.org/networks/issues/creation-care
http://www.lausanne.org/content/ctc/ctcommitment#p2-2-6
https://www.amazon.com/Creation-Care-Gospel-Reconsidering-Mission-ebook/dp/B01GGMPMD0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1493257757&sr=8-1&keywords=creation+care+and+the+gospel
https://www.licc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/SessionTranscripts.pdf
https://www.licc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/FOFL-Discussion-Guide-Printer-Friendly-1.pdf
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20381
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2.1.1 Making Good Work 

Description: “This includes both what we do and how we do it. It means doing good work that serves other 
people, contributes to human flourishing and stewards creation. It means doing your tasks consciously for 
the Lord, in the Spirit, to his glory, seeking his wisdom, his strength and his touch. Your best with his 
transforming help.” 
 
Key Question: How might I make good work with God on my frontline? 
 
Key Passages: Genesis 1-2; Colossians 3:17 
 
Key Point: There is dignity and intrinsic value in the work we do on our frontlines and this can be done with 
and for God. Work is a gift God has given us so we can serve other people. We don’t earn God’s love by our 
works; rather work is a gift and opportunity to join in with what God is doing—to co-work with him to make 
the world a better place. We can reflect the ways God is at work in creation:  
bringing order; making provision; bringing joy; releasing potential; and bringing beauty.  
 
Useful Discussion Starters: 
 
֍ In two or three sentences can you explain to the group the main tasks you have to do on your frontline 
in an average week? 
 
֍ What is the significance of the tasks you do on your frontline? Think about ways that your work serves 
others both directly and indirectly. [For example, someone working in the finance department of a 
competitive pharmaceutical company may struggle to see how their work reflects God’s purposes. However, 
God wants to alleviate suffering and promote health—he does this, at least partly, through medicine. In 
order for the company to run well and for new drugs to be developed, they need a good finance department 
to manage overheads efficiently and make sensible investments.] 
 
֍ Are all lines of work, and tasks within a job, equal from a kingdom perspective?  
What criteria might help you prioritise among the opportunities and options you have? 
 
֍ Which of the 5 characteristics of God’s work in the world do you most easily see in your own work?  
i.e., bringing order; making provision; bringing joy; releasing potential; and bringing beauty. 
 
֍ How might seeing your individual work as part of God’s bigger plans for the world  
affect the way that you go about your tasks on your frontline? 
 
֍ God reviewed his work and said that it was good (Genesis 1:10, 12, 18, 21, 25). What does “good work” 
look like on your frontline? When are you ever tempted to give something other than your best? 
 
Actions in Response: 

 Beyond turning to God in a crisis, how might we develop a rhythm of prayer that invites God to 
work with us in our day-to-day tasks so that we are always working in his strength? 
 

 Pray for an increased sense that God is with you on your frontline. Pray for eyes to see how the 
goods and services you generate matter and play a part in God’s big plans for the world 
 

 Take a minute at the end of each day to jot down one example of good work on your frontline  
this week to praise God for. 
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Reflection Activity 12.1—Distance Students 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, ticking off the related boxes 
of the unit guide. 
 
#12.1 Based upon class activity 12.1 and the notes above, how would you rate your intentionality and 
effectiveness in terms of making good work?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Case Studies of Joining God’s Creative Work 

As noted above, every vocation draws on and expresses God’s creativity in fashioning the world. The final 
case-study will illustrate this in the context of acting. In case you are tempted to dismiss your work as 
mundane and routine, I’ve focused the following stories on those closest to the Creator’s raw materials. 
 
Whether pressing coconuts, pig farming, multiplying harvests, baking bread, carving furniture or fixing cars, 
you too exercise the call to cultivate the planet toward holistic flourishing. While each of the 7 M’s are in 
play, pay attention to how the fruitfulness of this work depends on Christ-followers making good work. 
 
֍ As you engage these case studies, prayerfully consider: how do I draw on and express God’s creativity 
in my vocation? How can I more intentionally make good work that promotes shalom and restrains sin, 
helping us love God, love others, cultivate the world to flourish, and grow oneself as an image bearer? 
Put differently, how might I modify my work to enhance environmental sustainability (planet), even 
while advancing economic profitability, social capital (people), and spiritual capital (purpose)? 

Class Activity 12.1—5 minutes 
Skimming over the notes above, rank your intentionality for this mode of seeking fruitfulness on your 
frontline, and reflect on the questions below.  

(1 = no fruit or intentionality; 5 = some awareness and fruit; 10 = clear plan, faithful action, and bearing fruit) 
 
Making good work 
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10> 

֍ What is the most significant way that your labour participates in God’s good work in the world, 
whether bringing order, making provision, bringing joy, releasing potential, or bringing beauty?  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
֍ Pray, plan, share and then implement one action you will take this week to put this into practice:  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Reflection Activity 12.2—Distance Students 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, bouncing off class activity 
12.2 above, ticking off the related boxes of the unit guide. 
 
#12.2 What impacted you most in the clips you watched? Specifically, how do you participate in God’s 
creative work, and what one change might you make to be more fruitful on your frontline? 

 

2.2.1 Kokonut Pacific: Pressing for a Quadruple Yield 

Great friends of ours, Frank and Sue Sanders, have been working on 
and off in the Pacific Islands for over a decade. Sue is an Occupational 
Therapist, primarily participating in the compassionate work of God. 
She assesses disabilities, fits people for wheel-chairs, modifies humble 
dwellings to support activities of daily living, all the while praying for 
and loving each islander she meets. With underequipped hospitals and 
standard parts hard to come by, this is definitely creative work. 
 
Frank, however, is my focus here (on the left in the photo). As a gifted 
social entrepreneur and a trained engineer, he aligned himself with the 
company Kokonut Pacific [KP] (product site here + 2 minute video). 
Established by agricultural economist Dr. Dan Etherington, they have 
creative solutions to poverty in the Solomon Islands. Like God asking 
Moses, “what’s that in your hand?”, they invented ways of liberating 
these locals by the abundant supply of coconuts within easy reach. 
 

In Frank and Sue’s newsletters, they regularly ask for prayer for his work, “for Frank to be able to respond 
patiently and with wisdom in everyday frustrating situations so that he is building relationships and sharing 
God’s love with his work colleagues” (newsletter, July 11, 2015). This is expressed in mundane tasks, and 
occasional big events such as the opening of the Coconut Technology Centre. 
 
 
 

Class Activity 12.2—45 minutes 
Explore the first case-study for 30 minutes, looking at how Dr. Dan Etherington serves the Solomon 
Islands as an agricultural economist, joining in God’s creative work (§2.2.1 below).  
Then, spend the remaining 15 minutes on one of the shorter clips/studies in the subsequent sections. 
 
֍ What most impacted you in these clips?  
 
֍ How did these people express God’s creativity through the very nature of their vocation? 
 
֍ What role does making good work play in their fruitfulness on the frontline?  
 
֍ How does this relate to, challenge, and inspire you to live your calling? 
 
֍ In response, what is one change you will make on your frontline to more faithfully and fruitfully 
participate in the creative work of God?  
 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-sanders-9bb81a9a/
http://www.kokonutpacific.com.au/
https://www.niulife.com.au/
https://youtu.be/oy8VRQsRbAQ
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While Frank isn’t featured in what follows, you will get a taste for how he joins in God’s creative work in 
this 24 minute documentary online here (transcript on Moodle here). Videos + watch 6 minute overview. 
The faith of founder Dan Etherington is more than evident. (See also the 14 minute KP video, as key study.) 
 
“Coconut Comeback.” Landline, ABC, July 18, 2015. Reported by Sean Murphy. [40sec preview here.] 
www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4276340.htm (permalink video; accessed April 27, 2017). 
 

֍ How has their creative work 
shored up the Solomon Islands’ 
quadruple bottom line?  
What form does this take on your 
frontline, serving profit, people, 
the planet, and purpose? 
 
See also an ABC news article here. 
 
 
 

 

 
KP is:  Entrepreneurial (DME Process) 

Inventive  Efficient  Fair Trade  
 Organic  Empowering Local People 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4276340.htm
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16050
https://vimeo.com/user24818535
https://vimeo.com/165528553
https://vimeo.com/132408554
https://vimeo.com/133300784
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4276340.htm
https://vimeo.com/143807213
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-18/coconut-oil-has-positive-impact-on-solomon-islands-economy/6630008
https://vimeo.com/132408554
https://vimeo.com/134275919
https://vimeo.com/165528553
https://vimeo.com/192875389
https://vimeo.com/132408557
https://vimeo.com/134275920
https://vimeo.com/132408554
https://vimeo.com/132408554
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2.2.2 Free Range Pigs 

In this case-study, we turn our attention to animal husbandry, i.e., “the science of breeding  
and caring for farm animals.”  

 
The question may rightly be raised: sure, you help the animals grow while 
they’re alive … but you’re fattening them for a scary slaughter; it’s a purely 
anthropocentric (human-centred) framing of flourishing. How can this be the 
win-win and quadruple bottom line of shalom when we eat the provider?  
 
This objection has force. It would seem, in the biblical narrative, that 
vegetarianism was the norm (Gen 1:29). Meat-eating came after the fall, a 
concession to a decimated post-flood world (Gen 9:3). Even the sacrificial system 
and necessity of consuming flesh in the Passover was a pointer to how costly our 
sin truly is, and what it takes to set the world right. Indeed, at times the 
righteous in the Bible are identified by their dietary discipline, keeping it simple 

as part of their witness (Daniel 1:3-21; cf. Dt 14:21). Contemporary congregations see wisdom in putting 
this into practice, exercising the “Daniel Diet”. Our final hope is not an all-you-can-eat carniverous banquet, 
but rather, as Isaiah 65:25 foretold, “The wolf and the lamb will feed together, and the lion will eat straw 
like the ox …. They will neither hunt nor destroy on all my holy mountain”(cf. Lev 26:5). With legitimate 
concerns being raised over the ecological impact of rearing and eating animals,1 one may become a 
“weekday vegetarian” or give up meat altogether as a 
“mouthpiece for truth and justice”. This is not 
unprecedented in ecclesial history. Some of the church 
fathers were vegetarian, such as Basil, John Chrysostom, 
and Francis of Assisi. The Tsaddiqim care for animal welfare. 
 
(Inspired by Homer Simpson, however, I like to imagine that 
in the New Creation feast, vegetables will taste less like 
plant-matter and more like crispy bacon!) 
 
This is neither the place for a convoluted argument that Jesus was a Nazarene vegan, nor an extended 
defense of omnivores. Suffice it to say, our stance must emerge from a Christian worldview. Claims that 
“eating meat is murder” emerge from a confused fusion of scientific naturalism/physicalism (that humans 
and animals alike are simply flesh and bones and nothing more), and eastern pantheism/ahimsa (that all 
life shares the same force, to which we must do “no harm”). Driven to its logical conclusion and consistent 
practice, such western advocates should either endorse cannibalism in an a-moral world where only the 
fittest survive, or cease to consume even living plant matter, as Jains do, ending in death by starvation. 
 
 To live, humans must consume life in one form or another. This is remembered every communion, taking 
the body and blood of Jesus into our being that we may enter eternal life. The Bible permits a range of 
stances on these issues. Some are vegetarian for the Lord, such as Seventh Day Adventists, swearing off 
anything like pigs that are prohibited under Mosaic Law. Others fire up the barbie “as unto the Lord”, 
convinced in their own conscience (thus living by faith) that meat-eating is not merely permissible, but 
pleasurable, a gift from God, and an extension of eucharistic hospitality to hungry guests. Whatever we 

                                                           
1 According to a June 2013 TEDGlobal talk, “By 2050, it will take 100 billion land animals to provide the world's 
population with meat, dairy, eggs and leather goods. Maintaining this herd will take a huge, potentially unsustainable 
toll on the planet. What if there were a different way? [We need] a civilized way to move past killing animals for 
hamburgers and handbags.” See Andras Forgacs’ talk, “Leather and Meat without Killing Animals,” at 
www.ted.com/talks/andras_forgacs_leather_and_meat_without_killing_animals (accessed April 27, 2017).  

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/daniel-diet-straight-bible/story?id=21029387
https://www.ted.com/read/ted-studies/sustainable-consumption
https://www.ted.com/read/ted-studies/sustainable-consumption
https://www.ted.com/talks/andras_forgacs_leather_and_meat_without_killing_animals
https://www.ted.com/talks/graham_hill_weekday_vegetarian
http://www.thenazareneway.com/biblical_%20vegetarianism_denis_giron.htm
http://www.britannica.com/topic/ahimsa
http://www.ted.com/talks/andras_forgacs_leather_and_meat_without_killing_animals
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do—to eat or not eat meat, albeit offered to idols, as Paul argues in 1 Corinthians 6, 8 and 10—it must not 
cause a weaker sister to stumble, or lead us into slavery. It must be done in good faith for God’s glory. 
With this long introduction, we are now positioned to seriously consider this case-study of pig farming. 
 
Check out “Free Rangers,” ABC Landline, September 12, 2015, 13 minute video, 
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4311406.htm (accessed April 27, 2017). 
 

A Western Australian 
agribusiness has developed a 
new corporate model for 
free range pig farming, 
enabling supermarket 
customers to make informed 
choices about the origins of 
their food. 
 
While God is no-where 
mentioned, this video 
illustrates how 
environmental sustainability, 
animal welfare in the 
production process, worker 
satisfaction, and corporate 
profitability may move 
beyond being isolated 
concerns, to mutually 
reinforcing each other aspect 
as an integrated and 
flourishing whole. 
 

֍ In your vocation, how can the concern for people, purpose, the planet and profitability mutually 
reinforce each other, rather than remaining isolated aspects of a kingdom business in perpetual tension? 
 

2.2.3 Farming God’s Way 

Only in recent days in Christian circles has farming become “big business” (don’t excuse the pun). In ancient 
and medieval times, we were 
naturally “green” in our agricultural 
practices by virtue of manual 
labour’s limitations. It was largely 
with the rise of science and 
subsequent technological boom, 
seen in mass industrialisation, that 
environmental concerns rose to the 
fore.  
We ceased tilling along the contours 
of the land, and re-made nature 
according to our desires for ever 
greater yield. 
 
And yet, the biblical story suggests 
that God desires an abundant 
spiritual and physical harvest, 30, 60, 

http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4311406.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2015/s4311406.htm
https://theconversation.com/pope-encyclical-on-ecological-crisis-asks-us-to-examine-our-deepest-values-and-beliefs-43514
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even 100 fold. Literal fruitfulness is Jesus’ desire for the Tsaddiqim on the farming frontline. The question, 
then, is how to creatively work for plentiful produce, without destroying the dirt from which we were 
fashioned. 
 
Pope Francis’s 2015 Encyclical, Laudato si’ (“Praise be to You”) establishes an expansive theological frame 
of a cosmic “common good” and “ecological citizenship”, within which our work can be situated.  
 
(See here for the encyclical, here and here for A’Rocha’s Protestant take, here and here for secular 
commentary, and here for a taste of how the National Council of Churches in Australia [NCAA] have 
responded with an “Eco-Mission” project, drawing on the work of its member Clive Ayre—one of our 
optional readings for this module here.)  
 
What, then, does it mean to farm “God’s way”?  
 
You have two options here: 
 
 

1) Check out the amazing work by Christian conservation group A’Rocha (Portuguese for “the rock”; 
Aussie branch here). In particular, watch either  
 
the 4 minute interview with Paul Neufeld, 
Farm Manager for A’Rocha Canada, here; or 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the 6.34 minute A’Rocha promotion, 
sharing the stories of 3 people whose lives 
have been changed, inspiring hope as they 
care for creation, here. 
 
(While not from A’Rocha, you may also find 
the 5 minute video about Detroit resident, 
Riet Schumack, “Gardening to Make Beauty 
Out of Blight” an inspiring watch. See here. 
 
 

 
2) Watch the Crown Financial Ministries “Foundations for Farming” 7.44 minute video, drawing from 

biblical principles to produce a substantial yield. See here. 

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
http://blog.arocha.org/en/papal-encyclical-now-the-dust-has-settled/
http://www.arocha.org/en/news/politicians-must-follow-the-pope/
https://theconversation.com/pope-encyclical-on-ecological-crisis-asks-us-to-examine-our-deepest-values-and-beliefs-43514
https://theconversation.com/pope-francis-wants-us-to-be-ecological-citizens-but-how-43649
http://www.ncca.org.au/index.php/departments/eco-mission
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16176
http://www.arocha.org/en/news/politicians-must-follow-the-pope/
http://www.arocha.org/en/news/welcome-to-a-rocha-australia/
http://www.arocha.org/en/news/meet-paul-neufeld/
http://www.arocha.org/en/news/watch-our-new-inspiring-hope-video/
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/detroit/gardening-to-make-beauty-out-of-blight.html
https://vimeo.com/131479224
https://vimeo.com/123721300
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=hnY2ncsweeo
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֍ How would God have you yield a more 
abundant harvest—in terms of production 
capacity on your frontline—by working with 
rather than against, the patterns of the natural 
world? What role might scientific research and 
biblical principles play in this process? 
 
 

2.2.4 Baking for God 

Taken. Blessed. Broken. Multiplied. Jesus followed this pattern in feeding the 4000, the 5000, and the 12 
disciples at Passover. He baked a tasty meal of fish to restore wayward Peter on the beach, post-
resurrection. But his most satisfying serving was bread. He is the manna from heaven, given for the life of 
the world (John 6; see here for contemporary global needs for bread in an age of poverty). 
 
As we explored in Module 9, with Homeboy Industries, what could be more Christ-like than former enemies 
coming together to bake some bread.  
 
The following reflections affirm the day-to-day tasks and nature of this vocation, even as they delve deeper 
into how the work itself and the pastry products are a way of joining in God’s creative work. 
 
֍ How have your gifts been taken, blessed, broken and multiplied?  
In what way does the product of your work satisfy the genuine needs and hunger of the world? 
 
You have two options here: 
 

1) Listen to the 15 minute, July 
2008 TEDtalk by master 
breadmaker, teacher author 
and theologian Peter 
Reinhart. Through his 
lectures and numerous 
cookbooks, he channels the 
science of baking into deep, 
spiritual lessons—and 
dispels stale myths about 
the nature (and flavor) of 
good, wholesome bread. 
This particular talk is called 
The Art and Craft of Breadmaking: “Batch to batch, crust to crust ... In tribute to the beloved staple 
food, baking master Peter Reinhart reflects on the cordial couplings (wheat and yeast, starch and 
heat) that give us our daily bread. Try not to eat a slice.” See here.  
 

2) Read the reflection from Terry Hunter on “Baking for God … creation, fall and redemption.” 
(Excerpted with permission by Malyon Workplace on April 9, 2014 here; first published as “‘Good 
Morning Adam …’ or Knowing God in my Human Work,” in Equip magazine, iss. 13 [June 2012].)  
 
Terry Hunter writes about how he integrates his Christian faith with his work. After providing a 
thought provoking discussion of the Sunday–Monday connection, Terry explores how the big story 
of the Bible might interact with his daily work as a baker. This is reproduced below. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/louise_fresco_on_feeding_the_whole_world
https://www.ted.com/talks/peter_reinhart_on_bread#t-29786
http://malyonworkplace.org.au/wednesday-workout-a-baker-reflects-on/
http://www.ethos.org.au/
https://vimeo.com/131479224
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gK8Yk3mEEb8
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CREATION, FALL AND REDEMPTION IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY 

Our question may at this point be … “OK supposing all work (and every 
other human activity) does have much (or everything) to do with the 
kingdom of God, how does this happen? What does this work look like?” 

When I search the teachings of the New Testament, my job as a baker … 
doesn’t seem to feature much in the Scriptures. How ought bread-making 
for example show or feature as Godly or Kingdom activity? 

Now of course we need to leave aside the direct Biblical reference to Jesus 
as the Bread of Life etc. for we are now concerned with how any human 
work—whether specifically mentioned in the Scriptures or not—comes 
under the Lordship of Christ and is Kingdom work as opposed to just being 
‘work’. 

If we try to use the scriptures as a text book on our work, then we would have to conclude that any work we do 
that is not specifically dealt with in Scriptures is either wholly illegitimate or else irrelevant to God and Kingdom 
work, Neither of these can be true of course without us slipping into the deeply unchristian dualism of the 
sacred–secular. 

So it is not an option to see my paid work simply as 

 Just some neutral activity that brings money to feed my family and pay bills, or 

 my chance to convert others to Christ in lunch breaks, or 

 providing money to give to the church and missions so the good news about the Kingdom of God can 
spread through paying ministers to preach and teach, visit the sick, marry, baptise and bury people, run 
programs, property upkeep etc.. or 

 that which keeps me occupied as a community member so I can help build ‘the common good’ through 
providing goods and services and paying taxes. 

I can do all these things ‘faithfully’ as a servant in my workplaces and still not become transformed by the 
renewing of my mind and therefore never get to know what the will of God is for ‘baking’ and therefore never 
join God in redeeming it … that it might be placed under Christ’s feet (under his compassionate rule) as the 
letter to the Hebrews tell us. 

A short outline of the approach I have taken and of the main issues needing addressing in my co-work with God 
in redeeming the baking industry now follows … 

CREATION—Is baking a valid human task? 

What nutritional as well as other benefits for the human community does the baking of foods provide which 
unbaked foods cannot provide? Discovering these benefits will confirm the validity of the baking process as a 
human task which Adam at some point was going to work with God and uncover its true potential to bless 
humanity and therefore bring glory to God. It is also therefore to be celebrated with joy and its results and 
wonder in its making.  

Benefits might include nutritional, aesthetic, social sustenance, and creative. 

FALL—how has human rebellion resulted in turning the baking industry into a curse?  

Because we have chosen to do our own thing baking wise, what are the issues of destructiveness cursing the 
baking industry? How have humans distorted the role and purpose of baked goods and God-damning waste in 
the production and supply of baked goods? 

How have I been a party to this? 

What am I (deliberately, ignorantly or tacitly) doing that supports the industry in its destructiveness? Am I 
prepared to repent of this collusion and seek a new way? 

What do I therefore need to repent and change my practices in? What do we need to do together? This includes 
all those areas which we have turned what was intended as a blessing … into a curse—nutritionally, aesthetically, 
socially, sustenance wise, and creatively. 

http://malyonworkplace.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Bread.jpg
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How has the planting, weeding, nurturing, harvesting and associated baking industries added to the distortions of 
the fallen baking industry? 

Issues or crop breeding for maximum profit, reduced baking foods to empty carbohydrates, food as an idol, 
food as an addiction, food as a way to control others, food as fuel only, food waste, food poverty, food nazis … 
are all needing to be addressed by God’s faithful in this industry. 

REDEMPTION—How can this industry be redeemed and reclaimed for the Lord and humanity? 

What is the big picture if the whole thing is handed over to the children of God to 
redeem? 

What is the small picture … my particular role … my prophetic vision … my 
individual response?  

What are the signs of God’s grace that still remain there so that the whole industry 
does not implode and be completely destructive and which we might use as a 
starting point? 

Can a group of God’s children with Holy Spirit understanding and power in this 
area together begin to make an impact both as a witness to the arrival of the 
Kingdom and to begin to bless humans in a new way through it? 

 How can baked goods be promoted in their healthier forms or processes? 

 Ought foods be seasonal or always convenient? 

 Should they be sourced locally …using what fuels to transport and store them? 

 Can foods be medicinal? 

 Ought all food planting, harvesting and preparation be celebrated? 

 Is a ‘waste’ acceptable? 

 What is ‘sufficient’ food? What is excessive? 

 How can it be better shared? 

CONCLUSIONS 

These are the types of valid and God-pleasing questions which I believe come from 
making the connections between our faith and our work. 

They are relevant for each and every type of work that humans put their minds and 
hands to. 

They are necessary for us to ask as we join with God in his reconciling work. 

Redemption and transformation are on-going tasks on this earth and which tasks 
will be inherited by the next generation to take further … and each generation to 
follow till the fulfilment of its true purpose—to fully bless the inheritors of the new 
earth. 

My (our) small part in the process is my (our) sacrificial offering which is pleasing to 
God and which in His faithfulness He takes and multiplies that it might bless my 
neighbours and in turn call them to faithfulness and trust in Him as the Good King. 

This is surely Good News. 

 
 
 

  

http://malyonworkplace.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Wheat.jpg
http://www.kingarthurflour.com/bakeforgood/
http://www.kingarthurflour.com/bakeforgood/
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2.2.5 Repairing for God: Carving Furniture and Fixing Cars 

The world is broken, and stuff needs to be fixed. This is part of good stewardship. But, it’s also a thing of 
beauty, calling out what God breathed into creation. Beyond farming, God would have us get our hands 
dirty in manual labour. Carving furniture and fixing cars are more avenues for joining God’s creative work. 
 
You have two options for case studies here, both coming from Christianity Today’s “This Is Our City” project 
(reported on by Malyon Workplace here, with the official web-site here): 
 

1) “Furniture Fit for the Kingdom” 4.10 
minute video here …  
For Harrison Higgins, building 
beautiful furniture is not simply a 
steady job but a sacrament unto God.  
 
(This may bring to mind a 5 minute 
clip we watched earlier in the course, 
on Carlos Nielbock, Metalworking 
Master Craftsman, here … worth re-
watching if you’ve forgotten!) 
 
 

2) “Yes, I’m the Mechanic” video here … 
Auto-repair shop owner George Zaloom says 
there's no reason why every Christian 
shouldn't find joy at work.  
 
 
֍ How do you fashion and repair cultural 
works for the glory of God? What could this 
look like, as a kingdom calling, in your work? 
 
 

 

2.2.6 Acting for God 

And finally, we get to a case-study that naturally emerges when we 
speak of joining God’s creative work. Yes, it’s one of those artsy 
professions! 
 
Watch this 4 minute video with professional actress and educator, 
Sue Chapman, as she shares how God is at work through her 
vocation. Acting reflects the “very good” in creation, the “thorns 
and thistles” of the fall, and offers a fore-taste of the New Creation 
in Redemption as we seek first the kingdom of God.  

(Sue also shared at the 2016 Transforming Work Conference on how her acting participates in God’s 
revelatory work—a theme we explore in Module 13 of this course and well worth a watch: video here.) 
 
You can read the full interview of how God is at work provoking, as well as an interview with professional 
artist Deb Mostert on how God is at work painting, on Moodle. See the 8 page pdf here. 
 
֍ What role do imagery, drama, provocation and imagination play in your vocation’s creative work? 
How could this be turned toward kingdom purposes, restraining sin and promoting shalom? 

http://malyonworkplace.org.au/this-is-our-city-a-3-year-christianity-today-story-telling-project/
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/7thcity/10-top-this-is-our-city-stories-editors-pick.html?paging=off
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/richmond/furniturefit.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jl0vZIPcq20
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/newyork/yes-im-mechanic.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHSmQxHdnRs
http://malyonworkplace.org.au/host-your-own-transforming-work-conference-resource/
https://vimeo.com/180465476
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16517
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/richmond/furniturefit.html
http://www.christianitytoday.com/thisisourcity/newyork/yes-im-mechanic.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHSmQxHdnRs
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3.  BUSINESS TIME 

Each module, we will use the middle session for business time. This centres on student contributions and 
interaction. Let’s start by drawing names for which student will share in “Show and Tell” or “Kingdom 
Taster” next module, before forming into groups to pray for our workmates and debrief the readings. 
 
DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, NEXT MODULE’S CONTRIBUTOR WILL BE …  
SHOW & TELL: ______________________ or KINGDOM TASTER: ___________________   

3.1 Show & Tell and Kingdom Taster 

Class Activity 10.3 … Show & Tell (5 mins) 
 
Across this unit you will discover countless links and inspiring illustrations. 
 
So, in this spot, it’s a chance for one student each week to share either: 

1) An excellent resource that supports our efforts toward vocational stewardship; 
2) An example or story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action. 

 

 

Class Activity 10.4 … Kingdom Taster (10 mins) 
 
Sherman (2011, 23) shares the illustration of Baskin-Robbins pink spoons. Before the 
average ice-cream eater is willing to fork out good cash to eat what you’re selling, they 
want a taste. It’s not enough to describe the flavour. They need to see it, smell it, and 
ultimately consume it.  
 
In a similar way, being a workplace witness must extend beyond talking about shalom.  
Our lives become a sample, with real substance, that invites our peers to taste and see that 
God is good. To know that the Kingdom/reign of God has come near. 
 
So, if it’s your turn to contribute, here’s what you need to do: 
 

1) Take a photo of you and your pink spoon at your place or work or key vocation. Email this to 
david.benson@malyon.edu.au, so he can display this while you’re sharing. 

2) Tell us a bit about your vocation in its various dimensions: the nature of the work (daily tasks), 
the context of the work (work environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods 
and services), and the reward from the work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)? 
(See the “kingdom gap” activity after this box for more.) 

3) How do you offer a foretaste of the kingdom through your vocation? Share a story. 
4) How can we pray for you, to better restrain sin and seek shalom? >> We’ll pray for you! 

 
(Struggling to see these dimensions in action? Check out the story of Perry Bigelow,  

as retold by Sherman (2011, 59-62.) 
 

 
  

mailto:david.benson@malyon.edu.au
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One way of conceptualising your vocation is through “the Kingdom Gap.” 
 
Try this: 
 

1) Imagine your vocation was carried into the New Creation. Imagine that it reflected the fullness of 
the Kingdom of God, where all the corrupting influences of sin are removed. (Some professions will 
take more imagination than others.) Think about the following dimensions: 

a. The nature of the work itself (i.e., the day-to-day tasks workers do in producing something—
entering data, fitting parts on an assembly line, consulting with clients, and so forth); 

b. The context of the work (i.e.., the work environment and community among workers); 

c. The product of the work (i.e., the central goods and/or services your business yields— 
computer chips, financial advice, transportation, education, and so forth); and 

d. The income/reward from the work (i.e., profits and pay from goods and services rendered) 
 

2) Now, what is the current state of affairs? Again, consider each of the same dimensions:  
the nature, context, product, and income of the work. 

 
3) In God’s strength and prayerfully following His lead, how can I leverage my power and position to 

close this Kingdom Gap? That is, how can I participate in healing action by restraining sin and 
promoting shalom/flourishing? Again, seek God for particular actions you can do in each facet of 
your vocation: nature, context, product, income. 

 
 
 
Three new actions that I can start right now to bridge the Kingdom Gap as a sign of God’s shalom are: 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
You might find it helpful to map this onto a diagram like the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://traverse.org.au/work/
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3.2 Small Group Interaction 

Class Activity 10.5 … Group Interaction (30 mins) 
 
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like, 
though it may help to find people with a similar type of work to you, aligned with Banks (1999, 22-26) 
and Sherman (2011, 102-104), i.e., grouping by one of the seven types of God’s own work in the world: 

A) REDEMPTIVE WORK: God’s saving and reconciling actions 
B) CREATIVE WORK: God’s fashioning of the physical and human world 
C) PROVIDENTIAL WORK: God’s provision for and sustaining of humans and the creation 
D) JUSTICE WORK: God’s maintenance of justice 
E) COMPASSIONATE WORK: God’s involvement in comforting, healing, guiding & shepherding 
F) REVELATORY WORK: God’s work to enlighten with truth 

 
Here’s the things you’re to work through: 

 
1) A key stream for living your faith at work is through your kingdom ethics. To keep this in mind, 

each module you are to read out-loud a portion from the Sermon on the Mount. What comes to 
mind in your own context? Silently reflect for a minute on how to live this out. [5 minutes] 
 

          M1 = Mt 5:1-12    M2 = Mt 5:13-20   M3 = Mt 5:21-25   M4 = Mt 5:27-32    
          M5 = Mt 5:33-37   M6 = Mt 5:38-48   M7 = Mt 6:1-18    M8 = Mt 6:19-34 
          M9 = Mt 7:1-11    M10 = Mt 7:12-14  M11 = Mt 7:15-23  M12 = Mt 7:24-29 
    

2) Choose 1-3 non-Christian peers on your occupational frontline.  
Pray for them by name as you feel led. [5 minutes] 
 

3) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points, giving most 
attention to the set-text and readings in the Unit Guide. (You may even find it helpful during this 
time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you they’re all covered.) [5 minutes] 

 
4) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes] 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship 

 -an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline 
 
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage 
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each 
journal entry you need to engage with the set text, and [MCE61] *one* of the optional readings.) 
 

5) Discuss the related journal question for this module (for modules 4-12) [15 minutes], i.e.,  
 
Journal #9 (re: module 12):  
How well do you make good work and culture through your vocation?  
Modify one thing in the goods and services you produce to better participate in God’s creative work. 
 

6) On the odd chance you finish all this with time left, then have one group member share a current 
story where you need “workplace wisdom”. Using the most basic model of theological 
reflection—see, judge, act—work through these questions:  
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond? 

http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15620
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4.  PRODUCT OF VOCATION AND RELATED ISSUES:  
   MAKING AND KEEPING CULTURE 

4.1 Mapping Your Territory (LICC, 2010) 

Thus far we have considered ways that we may participate in the creative labour of God, making good work 
as part of a holistic witness. This relates to our journal question for this module: 

 
How well do you make good work and culture 
through your vocation? Modify one thing in the 
goods and services you produce to better 
participate in God’s creative work. 
 
As we focus explicitly on the product of our 
vocation, it is helpful to take stock of our context. 
 
Using the London Institute of Contemporary 
Christianity’s resource, “You and Your Frontline” 
(2010), and additional questions from the 
“Transforming Work” discussion guide (subscribe 
here), it is timely for you to “map your territory”. 
  

Additional Resources Module 12 
The key focus in this session is Schuurman (2004, 165-168), exploring how we may restrain sin and 
promote shalom through the product of our work. On the dignity of all our working endeavours, 
whether draining a pipe or building a cathedral, see Dolan (2015). 
 
Andy Crouch’s chapter “Cultivation and Creation” (2008) is central in this investigation, suggesting 
our primary posture in the world of culture keeping and culture making. Some of the following 
notes expand upon Module 7 (pp11ff) in Malyon’s Christian Worldview course here. Witherington 
(2009) offers a helpful review of Crouch’s book on his blog here, later extended and published in 
his book on Work: A Kingdom Perspective on Labor (2011). This resonates with the material we 
covered in Module 9, especially Dorothy Sayers’ (1947) essay “Why Work?” on Moodle here.  
For what this can look like in the fields of art and acting, see my two interviews for “God @ Work” 
pieced together in this 8 page Moodle document here.  
 
Reminding us how extensive is the missio Dei, bringing out the latent potentialities in nature and 
leading every aspect to flourish to the glory of God, see James Smith’s chapter on “Redemption” in 
his book Discipleship in the Present Tense (2013). This fits within a larger theology of our cultural 
mandate, well explored by Plantinga (2002) and Wolters (1986). In turn, through common grace, 
we are called to partner with others even beyond the church in working for the common good.  
On this, see Mouw (2001) and Winter (1994). 

http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16236
https://www.licc.org.uk/resources/what-is-transforming-work/
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16398
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ly.mann.kevinmann.transformingwork
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15617
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16495
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15963
http://traverse.org.au/base/christian-worldview/
http://benwitherington.blogspot.com.au/2009/02/seeing-world-from-crouch-position-andy.html
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15708
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=16517
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Reflection Activity 12.3—Distance Students 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes 
of the unit guide. 
 
#12.3 In response to class activity 12.6 (above), where have you seen God at work, particularly through 
the products of your vocation? Answer Q4: For the most central “product” of your work, consider in 
turn how it either contributes to shalom (how does it help us love God, love others, bless creation, and 
grow ourselves?) or participates in the sinful fracturing of creation (how does it facilitate us 
ignoring/despising God, abusing others, vandalising the planet, and becoming self-centred). 
  

Class Activity 12.6—15 minutes 
Which two of the following questions (some overlapping with those from Module 9 on the nature of our 
work) are most pertinent for you. Discuss your answers with another: 
 

(1) What does “good work” look like on your frontline, and how does this offer a fore-taste of the 
kingdom? That is, where have you seen God at work through the products of your occupation? 
 

(2) From “Transforming Work” (LICC 2014, 27; cf. Module 9 notes, 22-23), “good work” is any work 
done: Wholeheartedly in service to God (Col 3:23); In God’s image (Gen 1:26); To God’s glory 
(Mat 5:16); and In God’s strength (Dt 8:17-18). On each score, how does this relate to the work 
you do and the goods and services you generate?  
 

(3) What are the primary “products” of your work? List them below, then rate the quality of each 
good and service your organisation provides? (1 = poor; 5 = average; 10 = excellent) 
Product (Good/Services)           Rating       How to Improve for God’s Glory & Our Flourishing 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
_______________________   ______     __________________________________________ 
   

(4) For the most central “product” of your work, consider in turn how it either contributes to shalom 
(how does it help us love God, love others, bless creation, and grow ourselves?) or participates in 
the sinful fracturing of creation (how does it facilitate us ignoring/despising God, abusing others, 
vandalising the planet, and becoming self-centred).  
 

(5) How would you rate the quality of your own work? Do you see this as part of your Christian 
witness and discipleship? How might you become more intentional on this front? 
 

(6) What professional development are you undertaking to upskill in your work, making better 
products for the glory of God? As Dorothy Sayers (1947) said, “the very first demand that  
[a carpenter’s] religion makes upon him is that he should make good tables. …  
No piety in the worker will compensate for work that is not true to itself;  
for any work that is untrue to its own technique is living a lie.” 
 

(7) Modify one thing in the goods and services you produce to better participate in God’s work. 
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4.2 The Product of Vocation 

Every vocation produces something. As a former physical education teacher, my outputs weren’t as 
tangible as an art teacher’s. Nevertheless, I took great satisfaction in growing the character of students 
through physical training, resulting in longer javelin throws, better running technique, fitter bodies and 
sharper minds able to biomechanically analyse any activity to improve performance. 
 
At the same time, I lamented the unsportsmanlike attitudes, overt aggression, and the numerous accident 
report forms associated with the students I taught. Some outcomes were unintended. Others were 
inextricable given the nature of my frontline as part of a larger and broken education “system”. 

 
֍ What products and by-products are 
associated with your work. How do they 
help or hinder shalom?  
 
Perhaps this humorous clip from the 
Australian television show, Thank God 
You’re Here—where Hamish Blake bluffs 
his way through a product launch with 
drug company “Pharmo-Klein”—will 
sharpen the focus. 
 

There are few Christopher Wrens, Louis Pasteurs, and Steve Jobs in this world, revolutionising how we live 
by designing cities, discovering immunisation, and integrating technology into every facet of existence. 
However, with a sanctified imagination and the Spirit’s empowerment, God may be pleased to take the 
stones we carve and incorporate them into a Cathedral of praise, a foretaste of the kingdom he is building. 
 
Schuurman (2004, 168-170) tells us, “[k]nowing that fruit of one’s labor is meeting the genuine needs of 
others creates meaning and adds joy to work. Knowing that what one produces will harm the neighbor 
removes this meaning.” He draws out some key ways that the product of our work creates meaning: 

 Participating in God’s providence as agents of care and love for the world 

 An important product can infuse even tedious work with purpose (e.g. stitching quality shoes) 

 Connecting your small piece of the product into a larger and life-giving context 

 Contributing to the free market as an effective (albeit imperfect) system of utilising resources 
 
Given that we live in a fallen world, however, must seek transformation of our work products in  
promoting shalom and restraining sin: 

 Identifying goods and services that harm our neighbours and the planet, fracturing life 

 Advocating for the marginalised and voiceless, redirecting one’s efforts to better meet their needs 

 Recognising waste and becoming better stewards of creational resources 

 Discerning kingdom values in outputs, prioritising that which serves the common good 
 
Schuurman (2004, 170) concludes: 

Because of limited employment opportunities it may be unrealistic to apply this ideal instantly. But 
insofar as one is able, one should seek occupations that meet the needs of others. Again, there is 
much room here for Christian freedom and discernment, depending also upon opportunity and ability. 

 
֍ What stands out to you most in Schuurman’s points above? What does this look like on your 
frontline? What genuine needs (both human and creational) do your products meet? Are there false 
needs and unhealthy patterns that your products reinforce? What changes might you make in response 
to transform the goods and services you generate, or they way they are promoted/advertised? 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRsE1OEtcuM
http://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=15617
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRsE1OEtcuM
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4.3 Related Issues: Culture Keeping and Culture Making 

The following frameworks come from Andy Crouch’s book, Culture Making: 
Recovering Our Creative Calling (2008). Andy has started a blog on this theme here, 
and you can find a helpful review of his book here. 
 
Professor Christian Smith summarised Crouch’s book this way: 
 
“American evangelicals in the last hundred years have found it easy to condemn 
culture, critique culture, copy culture and consume culture.  
It has been much harder for them to actively and imaginatively create culture.  
Andy Crouch is out to change that.” 
 
Andy Crouch’s book distinguishes gestures from postures.  
A gesture is a way we may move or act in the world, as the occasion demands.  
For instance, at times it is appropriate for the Church to … 
 
Condemn culture … prophetically denouncing that which destroys life 
 
Critique culture … analysing how culture does or doesn’t align with a Biblical worldview 
 
Copy culture … imitating that which is truly good in culture, finding related Christian forms 
 
Consume culture … stop talking about it and simply enjoy and experience the world in which we live 
 
Nevertheless, a gesture must never become a posture—an overriding mode of engaging the world.  
It is too simplistic (indeed, it is unfaithful) to constantly engage the world in one of these modes. 
 
Dangers of these gestures becoming a posture: 
Condemn:  ___________________________________________________ 
Critique:  ___________________________________________________ 
Copy:   ___________________________________________________ 
Consume:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
None of these actions will have a lasting impact upon the world.  
Rather, we “change the world” when we live out of two primary postures, engaging in purposeful work: 
 
Culture Keeping … intentional acting to preserve that which is good in our culture  
against forces of entropy and corruption 
 
Culture Making … creating new expressions and artefacts of culture (in beauty, truth, and love),  
embodying a Christian worldview, which changes the horizon of how people see the world and live in it 
 

“[A]fter contemplation, the artist and the gardener both adopt a posture of purposeful work. They 
bring their creativity and effort to their calling. The gardener tends what has gone before, making 

the most of what is beautiful and weeding out what is distracting or useless. The artist can be more 
daring: she starts with a blank canvas or a solid piece of stone and gradually brings something out 

of it that was never there before. They are acting in the image of One who spoke a world into being 
and stooped down to form creatures from the dust. They are creaturely creators, tending and 

shaping the world that original Creator made.”—Andy Crouch 
 
 

http://www.culture-making.com/
http://www.culture-making.com/
http://www.culture-making.com/
http://benwitherington.blogspot.com.au/2009/02/seeing-world-from-crouch-position-andy.html
http://www.amazon.com/Culture-Making-Recovering-Creative-Calling/dp/0830833943/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1346030599&sr=1-1&keywords=culture+making+crouch#reader_0830833943
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Reflection Activity 12.4—Distance Students 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes 
of the unit guide. 
 
#12.4 In response to class activity 12.7, how do you express culture keeping and culture making on 
your frontline? What one change to your core product would better promote shalom and restrain sin?  
 

   

Class Activity 12.7—30 minutes 
Working through the notes immediately above, answer the following questions for your frontline: 
 

1) Which “gesture” do you most naturally exercise in your workplace, especially as regards the 
products of your work. Illustrate how each may be a legitimate and godly response right now. 

Condemn culture … prophetically denouncing that which destroys life 
 e.g., ________________________________________________________________________ 
Critique culture … analysing how culture does or doesn’t align with a Biblical worldview 
 e.g., ________________________________________________________________________ 
Copy culture … imitating that which is truly good in culture, finding related Christian forms 
 e.g., ________________________________________________________________________ 
Consume culture … stop talking about it and simply enjoy and experience the world in which we live 
 e.g., ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2) Repeat the exercise above for how you have inappropriately applied this gesture to ungodly 
ends, when a more constructive posture was called for. 
 

3) How do you “keep culture” through your work, particularly in the goods and services you 
generate? What one change could you make to more effectively promote shalom? 

Culture Keeping … intentional acting to preserve that which is good in our culture against forces of 
entropy and corruption  e.g., ___________________________________________________________ 
 

4) How do you “make culture” through your work, particularly in the goods and services you 
generate? What one change could you make to more effectively promote shalom? 

Culture Making … creating new expressions and artefacts of culture (in beauty, truth, and love), 
embodying a Christian worldview, which changes the horizon of how people see the world and live in it 
 e.g., ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
֍ Getting creative, can you imagine either how to modify an existing product, or make a new product 
that better meets core needs in a godly way, working for holistic flourishing on your frontline? 
 
… Finish by praying for each other in pairs:  
 
Drawing from LICC’s Transforming Work discussion guide (2014, 28), focus your prayers on:  
 

1. Pressure Points: Where do you need God’s help at the moment? 
2. Kingdom Priorities: What do you sense is God’s heart for your workplace and those you work 

alongside right now? What is the most strategic area you feel God is calling you to focus on 
proactively at this time? 
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5.  CLOSING PRAYER AND PREPARATION FOR NEXT CLASS 

The Lord’s (or Disciples’) Prayer, based on Matthew 6:9-13, is an important practice that has drifted off the 
radar for many Christians. And yet, it is a core and sustaining discipline. It is a gift guiding our vocations.  
So, each module, we’ll finish by praying this together. After this, I will pray a blessing over you, drawn from 
Garber (2014, 239) or various prayers in Nelson (2011, 31, 48, 61, 98, 118-119, 160, 182-183, 200). Across 
this course, it is my hope that you will form some unique practices (spiritual habits) that direct your heart 
and working routine toward your kingdom calling. 
 

Our Father in Heaven, 
Holy is your name. 

 
Your Kingdom come, 

Your will be done, 
On Earth as in Heaven. 

 
Give us today our daily bread, 

And forgive us our sins, 
As we forgive those who sin against us. 

 
Lead us not into temptation, 

But deliver us from evil. 
 

For yours is the Kingdom, 
The power and the glory, 

Now and forever, 
Amen. 

 
A Prayer of Faithful Presence (Nelson 2011, 98): 
 

Lord Jesus, in your incarnation you were 
faithfully present in a Nazareth carpentry 
shop. You honored the Father not only by 
your redemptive work on the cross but 
also by making excellent tables.  
As your apprentice, may I, too, be faithfully 
present in my workplace. Help me to grasp 
that there is no ordinary work,  
only extraordinary work done in your 
name and for your glory. May the quality 
of my work honor you, and may my work 
witness to the glory of the gospel and your 
unimaginable excellence. Amen.   
 

Avodah. May your work and worship  
be one in glorifying God this week.2 
 
  

                                                           
2 See Nelson 2011, 26-27. Avodah derives from ‘abad, first used in Genesis 2:5, 15 where tilling the garden is spiritual 
service akin to dressing the altar, living all of life before the face of God (coram Deo). Cf. avodah in Ex 35:21. 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/Lexicon/Lexicon.cfm?strongs=H5656&t=KJV
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/Lexicon/lexicon.cfm?strongs=H5647&t=KJV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m06DYIAeCtU
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Forum Activity 
For each of modules 4 through 12 of the course, please submit a 200 word forum post, comprising: 

 
(a) A personal response to the assigned vocational question emerging from the module notes. 
This response must engage with the set text—and one optional reading for MCE61/D—and centre 
on a story from your frontline. 
(b) Forum interaction with at least one other student that advances the conversation, perhaps 
through a comment or question. 
 
The 9 posts and forum interactions are together to be submitted as one word.doc online for 
Assessment Requirements 2a & 2b. (Check the criteria!) However, to ensure you are tracking with 
the material, and that distance and class students journey together, you are required to post these 
responses to Moodle within the week after the Module is completed. 
 
For each Moodle Module (4-12), I’ve set up a forum bubble.  

 
The next question to which you will respond is: 
Journal #9 (re: module 12):  
How well do you make good work and culture through your vocation? Modify one thing in the 
goods and services you produce to better participate in God’s creative work. 
 
You should have discussed this forum question in your small group during this module’s middle 
session (“Business Time”). 

All students respond on the Moodle Forum (200 words) 
֎ 

  

Preparation for Next Week …  
 Forum post work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set 

question, and interacting with others. Post this to Moodle before next class. 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide lecture schedule. The set-text is the minimum. Divvy up the 
other readings with your small group, and come ready to share on each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship 
 -an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared for show & tell to share a helpful resource or inspirational 
story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.  

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your kingdom taster, sending your “Pink ice-
cream-spoon at Work” photo to david.benson@malyon.edu.au.  

mailto:david.benson@malyon.edu.au
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